We give necessary and sufficient conditions for the reducibility of representations of semisimple Lie groups induced from discrete series representations of parabo ic subgroups, when the inducing parameters are nonsingular. Let G be a connected semisimple Lie group with finite center and P c C, a cuspidal parabolic subgroup. Fix a Cartan involution 0 of G, and let P = M A N be the associated Langlands decomposition of P. Thus, M is a reductive group containing a compact Cartan subgroup T+, A is a vector group, N is the unipotent radical of P, and H = T +A is a Cartan subgroup of G. We choose T+ so that H is 0-stable. For simplicity, we assume in what follows that C is linear and acceptable in the sense of Harish-Chandra (1); these assumptions are unimportant for the results, but they simplify the notation slightly.
The Killing form of G and its various restrictions and dualizations are written (,). Lie algebras are denoted by small German letters; thus, i is the Lie algebra of G, etc. Fix a (nonunitary) character 'y:H -C; then y = (X,v) = X @ P, where X is a character of T+ and v is a character of A. We denote the differentials of these characters by the same letters. We assume that X is nonsingular with respect to M-i.e., that for every root a of tc+ in A'c, (a,X) # 0. In this case, Harish-Chandra (ref. 2(a 2 '(,) = n is a positive integer; and (aa,)
(ii) (0Oay) < 0; and either (iiia) a is not a real root (i.e., a is not supported on ac;
The costs of publication of this article were defrayed in part by the payment of page charges. This article must therefore be hereby marked "'advertisemewnt" in accordance with 18 U. S. C. §1734 solely to indicate this fact. 5252 or (iiib) a is a real root, and the following parity condition holds: let +,: SL(2,R) -G be defined in the obvious way using a, and let ma=4a( 0'4) E T+. Then n should be odd or even according to whether y(ma) is 1 or -1.
Many special cases of this theorem have been proved previously (refs. 2, 3, and the references therein; T. Enright, personal communication).
The major new technique involved in the proof of this Theorem is a careful examination of the notion of "coherent continuation" of characters [defined by Schmid (6) 
